Tallymaster 2
Sandro Cossero - IML 1st Runner-up 2018 - Mister Leather Belgium 2017 (Antwerp,
Belgium)

Also known to many people on the social media as Darco, Sandro is a 36 year old Italian guy
living in the heart of Antwerp. As a resident of Antwerp, he is very proud that his hometown
welcomes such an incredible event as the Belgian Leather Pride.
During the day, Sandro works as a schoolteacher of the 5th grade and in the evening, he can
be found in the gym working as an instructor.
In 2017, Sandro won his title of Mister Leather Belgium and travelled all around Europe with
Elmo, his partner in crime.
In cooperation with many European titleholders, he worked for charities like Chechnya100, A
heart for Europe, building a school in Africa and also for the HIV prevention association
Sensoa.
In 2018, Sandro went to Chicago where he competed with 71 other contestants for the title of
International Mister Leather where he finished at the 2nd place. It was one of the most
emotional moments of his life and he is proud of his performance, not just as a personal
achievement but also to prove to the world that the leather and fetish scene is Belgium is well
alive and kicking thanks also to our great club MSC Belgium.
Sandro is really excited and honoured to be a tally master for the Mister Leather Belgium
contest because it represents a lot to him to be able to contribute this way to the 10th edition
of the Belgian Leather Pride and because he will be reunited his two companions of the IML
podium James and Stephan for the mission of finding the new Mister Leather Belgium.
Sandro hopes that you will enjoy this fantastic weekend with a lot of fun, love and sex
surrounded by all our friends of our chosen family.
And if you want to turn him on, Sandro reminds you that a pair of leather gloves and a pair of
sensual lips will do the trick perfectly.
See you all in Antwerp.
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